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3DS MAX

MAYA

AFTER EFFECTS

SOFTWARE

Learn2 Digital Media Academy: Only 6 students made it through to Learn2’s
further limited, full time, Autodesk accredited Maya and After Effects course.
The software training was paralleled by 2D animation and cinematography
classes.

/  JAN 2008 - DEC 2008MAYA & AFTER EFFECTS COURSE

Learn2 Digital Media Academy: Restricted to only 12 students per year,
Learn2’s incredibly limited, full time, Autodesk accredited 3D animation
course covered 3ds Max and Combustion alongside traditional animation
theory classes.

/  JAN 2007 - DEC 20073DS MAX & COMBUSTION COURSE

EDUCATION

3D Artist and Compositor in Cape Town, South Africa: Here I took on a
variety of work from TV documentaries involving VFX and animation to
commercials and TV show openers. I helped Juju create amazing work and
turbocharged their clunky Maya network rendering with a new render
manager at the same time, thus making the render farm more efficient and
submission less prone to user error.

/  JAN 2010 - MAR 2011JUJU TV PRODUCTIONS

3D Artist in Cape Town, South Africa: Trazzy required a huge volume of
game assets to be completed for an upcoming title of theirs. Work included
modelling, texturing, shading and lighting of the 3D assets and interiors for a
real time game engine. As the second largest contributor I aided the team
greatly in completing the project on time.

/  JUL 2011 - APR 2012TRAZZY ENTERTAINMENT

Motion Graphics Artist and 3D Animator in Cape Town, South Africa: As a
senior designer at Keyframe I took on a supervision role in the studio. Not
only did I complete TV commercials and VFX shots but I also solved problems
for artists to maintain efficiency, took care of the render farm and provided
VFX supervision on and off film sets.

/  APR 2012 - SEPT 2013KEYFRAME ANIMATION STUDIO

Motion Graphics Designer in London, UK: As the sole graphics operator at
Fellow, I’m given the responsibility of tackling all of the company’s graphics
work from start to finish. I manage projects directly with clients to create  all
manner of 2D and 3D motion graphics and visual effects work for some of
the world’s leading brands like the Ferrari F1 team, Martini, Manchester
United, Bombay Sapphire, Epson, Sandisk and Playstation.

/  NOV 2013 - PRESENTFELLOW PRODUCTIONS

3D Artist in Cape Town, South Africa: I began my career working as a
freelancer for various studios and independent clients, both local and
international.

/  DEC 2008 - JAN 2010FREELANCER

WORK EXPERIENCE

COLOUR GRADING & FINISHING

KEYING, COMPOSITING & EFFECTS

3D LIGHTING & RENDERING

3D MODELLING & TEXTURING

2D/3D ANIMATION

CONCEPTUALIZATION & DESIGN

CORE SKILLS

London
United Kingdom

www.stevenolver.com
steven@stevenolver.com

+44 7580 254 659
Skype: stevenolver

CONTACT ME

I am a multi-disciplined CG artist and
technical guru with over 5 years of
experience in the industry working in
broadcast TV, film and video. I create
motion graphics, visual effects and
animation in both 2D and 3D. My
sshowreel and portfolio can be found
on www.stevenolver.com. 
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Motion Graphics Designer
STEVEN OLVER


